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WELCOME
TO THE SPRING ISSUE OF HI
Welcome to the Spring issue of our newsletter. It’s hard to believe the New Year has come 
and gone and all those resolutions are already wavering! 

As ever, I hope you’ll find some interesting articles in this issue, particularly on the work 
we are doing for our clients, in the community and within the firm itself.

I would like to extend a particularly warm welcome to Mark Farrell, who has joined the firm 
as Operations Director. Mark has a wealth of operational and corporate experience and is 
a welcome addition to our main board.

Another welcome addition to our main board is partner Grant Evatt. Grant joined the firm 
in 2013 and has displayed a depth of knowledge in management, leadership skills and 
strategic thinking to aid our growth and development.

I do hope this issue brings you up to date with everything at Hilary Meredith Solicitors.   
If you have any feedback or suggestions for articles you’d like us to cover, please do let  
us know.

Enjoy the read!



GREAT RESULTS FOR 
OUR AFCS TEAM
Since 2012 Hilary Meredith Solicitors has been helping serving members of the Armed 
Forces and Veterans with their Armed Forces Compensation Scheme (AFCS) claims. In 
that time, we have secured in excess of £240,000 to date in compensation payments.

The AFCS compensates all regular and reserve personnel whose injury, ill health or death 
was caused by service on or after the 6th April 2005. This includes injury sustained during 
combat, training exercises and sports and should generally be made within 7 years of the 
accident occurring. 

Our recent fantastic results include:

• Acting for a client after he was advised that his AFCS claim for a hip injury was not   
 as a result of service but due to a broken leg as a child. On our request for  
 reconsideration and submitting the Veterans UK with a detailed breakdown of his  
 injury, pain and treatment and explaining that he was classed fully fit to enlist and  
 serve, we achieved the award of £40,000 along with a credible Guaranteed  
 Income Payment. 

• Following an AFCS claim for a knee injury sustained in an inter-regimental football  
 match our client received a response from the Veterans UK advising that his injury  
 was not as a result of service. Following our request for reconsideration with the  
 submission of a detailed breakdown of his injuries, pain and treatment along with a  
 colleague’s witness statement, we achieved an award of £18,400. 

• Last month we achieved an award of £10,800 following a request for reconsideration  
 for a client who was advised that his initial AFCS claim for NFCI to his hands and feet  
 was not severe enough to warrant compensation under the scheme when the  
 application was made to the Veterans UK.

Melanie Wain who specialises in AFCS applications at Hilary Meredith Solicitors said: 
“Many of our clients have had their AFCS claims rejected when submitting the applications 
themselves and having come to us for assistance at reconsideration we have managed 
to secure some great results for them. However, it is also important to remember that the 
AFCS payments are capped with a maximum award being £570,000 and the injured party 
may be entitled to a great deal more by pursuing a negligence claim. The message is 
therefore to always seek expert legal advice.”

Melanie Wain



NHS England to face 
a funding Deficit of 
up to £30bn by 2020 
For anyone who watched the ‘In good health’ discussion, broadcast on Channel 4 News 
on Tuesday 24 March 2015, it will hardly come as a surprise to hear that the NHS has 
effectively suffered a funding freeze over the course of the last Parliament, in the face of 
rising costs and patient numbers.

However, what may come as a surprise is the extent of the forecast NHS budget deficit, 
which is projected to grow to £30 billion by 2020.

Neil Crossley recently joined Hilary Meredith Solicitors Ltd as a clinical negligence  
specialist. He says: “Whilst the government have been widely quoted as saying it has 
increased funding to the NHS over the course of the last Parliament, it is clear that with 
population growth, there are more people than ever accessing NHS healthcare. 

“This necessarily provokes concern regarding the quality of the care to be provided by an 
NHS, which is increasingly stricken by an escalating budget deficit.”

Continues Neil: “It is perhaps not a coincidence then that Labour should choose to kick 
off its election campaign with a report alleging that the NHS has missed half of its patient 
waiting time pledges within the last year.

“Of course, whilst there is some debate over the precise accuracy of the data quoted by 
Labour, which some will no doubt see as political point scoring, there is little doubt that the 
NHS is struggling to cope with increasing patient numbers alongside increasing budgetary 
constraints. As BBC News reported in June 2014, with funds increasingly being diverted 
into the Better Care Fund, which will see NHS money diverted into providing social  
services provided jointly with Local Authorities, this is only set to get worse, and NHS  
England will face a £2billion deficit in the financial year 2015/16 alone.”

Concluded Neil: “When all of this is set against a background of the recent Robert Francis 
Inquiry into the appalling failures of care at Mid-Staffordshire NHS Foundation Trust, it is 
little wonder that the sustainability of the NHS is in sharp focus right now, and so many are 
worried about the quality of care they will receive.” 

If you have suffered an injury as a result of clinical negligence, you may be able to make a 
claim for financial compensation. Why not call Hilary Meredith on 01625 539922 for free, 
no obligation, legal advice,

Neil Crossley



Support For A  
Challenging Weekend 
Gary Boyd, Partner at Hilary Meredith Solicitors Limited, is preparing to take part in a  
charity cycle challenge from London to the beautiful Dutch capital of Amsterdam to raise 
funds for the Spinal Injuries Association.

The three day challenge starts in Tunbridge Wells with the group cycling through the Kent 
countryside to catch a ferry from Dover to Calais. The next two days will be spent cycling 
across rural Holland ending up in Amsterdam having covered a total of 346 kilometres.

Gary, who is co-ordinator of Hilary Meredith Solicitors’ sponsorship of the Spinal Injuries 
Association Community Support Yorkshire and Humberside, has subjected himself to 6 
months gruelling training throughout the Cheshire countryside in order to prepare for the 
cycle challenge. 

He comments: “I’m really looking forward to joining the team of able-bodied and disabled 
cyclists on the 15th May to cycle from Tunbridge Wells to Amsterdam. I’m sure it will be  
an amazing experience but more importantly it will raise much needed funds for the  
Spinal Injuries Association. It is a fantastic charity which helps rebuild lives after spinal 
cord injury, offering support and advice to injured people and their families.”

If you would like to support Gary in his challenge please go to his JustGiving page by  
following the link http://www.justgiving.com/owner-email/pleasesponsor/Gary-Boyd2.  
JustGiving sends your donation straight to Spinal Injuries Association so it’s a quick and 
safe way to donate.

Your donation would be very much appreciated.



HERE TO ASSIST
If you have received or are expecting to receive an award of compensation, consideration 
should be given to setting up a Personal Injury Trust.

A Personal Injury Trust will ring fence your compensation ensuring that your entitlement to 
means tested state benefits and support is not affected. 

True Assist Ltd can provide specialist investment advice to those who have – or are 
about to receive – substantial awards of compensation. The team has extensive  
experience in investing damages and claims particularly on behalf of Armed Forces 
Personnel, working closely with the lawyers at Hilary Meredith Solicitors from day one to 
provide financial security for life. 

Without a PI Trust you could be worse off when you receive your compensation since 
there are strict limits controlling the amount of capital or income you can receive and 
still preserve your benefits entitlement. If your savings including compensation are over 
£6,000 you may be affected. 

Means tested state benefits include Employment & Support allowance, Family Income 
Benefit, Housing Benefit and local authority funded care at home or in a residential care 
home. By paying your compensation into a PI Trust, you are protecting your entitlement  
to those benefits and support even if your award is over the limits. Even if you’re not  
currently receiving such benefits or support, your circumstances may change in the future 
by which time it may be too late to set up a trust. 

True Assist Ltd are here to help you with independent financial advice regarding the 
investments of your compensation so don’t delay in asking your lawyer at Hilary Meredith 
Solicitors to put you in contact with the team.

Contact us on 0800 124 4444 or email enq@hmsolicitors.co.uk



COURT FEES INCREASE 
WILL COST ALL OF US
Despite considerable opposition, proposals to increase court fees by up to 622% have 
been introduced. 

Whilst the impact of this increase on individuals and small and medium sized businesses 
(SMEs) who are suing for debts or recovering compensation remains to be seen, we have 
little doubt that the Government’s assertion that the increase will not have a significant 
impact on access to justice will prove to be grossly inaccurate. 

The government has argued that the extra money raised will bring in necessary revenue 
for the courts and will go towards improving court services at a time when national  
budgets are squeezed. It is a sad day when such a high price is put on “access to  
justice” and it remains to be seen whether the extra revenue that will be generated will be 
ploughed back into the court service.

Steve Ireland, Partner at Hilary Meredith Solicitors, comments: “Those seeking  
compensation for serious personal injury cannot necessarily afford to pay the grossly  
increased fees up front to bring their cases to court which is likely to mean that they will  
be prevented from accessing the courts. 

“I cannot think that any of us want access to the courts restricted to the wealthy but that 
may be a consequence of this government’s actions.

“A further consequence is that in the personal injury sector most litigated cases are  
successful so it will be the opponent’s insurer who ultimately has to pay the increased 
court fees by reimbursing the Claimant at the end of the case. We all know what happens 
when insurers have to pay out more. They increase premiums and this will affect all of us.” 

Steve Ireland



NEW OUTDOOR 
ADVENTURE CLAIM 
WEBSITE
Outdoor adventure activities have become increasingly popular over recent years whether 
it’s rock climbing, cycling, parachuting, other aeronautics, water sports or winter sports. 

These activities are fun and thrilling but can also of course be dangerous and lead to  
injuries including tragically at times very serious injuries. 

Here at Hilary Meredith Solicitors we have seen a marked increase in the number of 
claims arising out of outdoor pursuit claims. These have included an arctic expedition  
incident involving a polar bear attack, a bobsleigh accident, serious skiing and  
mountaineering accidents, cycling accidents, aeronautical including parachuting  
accidents, boating accidents and many more . 

For this reason Gary Boyd, Partner at the firm, thought it prudent to set up a dedicated 
website – www.outdooraccident.co.uk – for those who are unfortunate enough to have  
suffered an accident or injury whilst taking part in an outdoor adventure activity. 

The site details the sort of accidents that can occur and the course of action you should 
take to pursue a compensation claim. Gary himself has a passion for the outdoor life and 
is a keen canoeist and cyclist so understands the dangers involved in outdoor activities. 
He has nearly 20 years’ experience in dealing with a range of personal injury claims,  
specialising in serious injury cases including spinal cord, traumatic brain injury and  
amputation claims. The team of solicitors that deal with these claims is led by Gary who 
has successfully pursued many outdoor activity claims whether here in the UK or abroad 
and so is fully conversant with the issues and arguments that are often raised within this 
niche area. 



JOINING FORCES WITH 
MILITARY ADVOCACY 
PROJECT
Leaving the military, for whatever reason, can be tough. Ex-military personnel may find it 
difficult to access the services and support they need to begin and maintain a new life in 
the civilian community.

For this reason Hilary Meredith Solicitors Limited is now working alongside SEAP, an  
independent advocacy service who, with the support of the Royal British legion, are  
piloting a Military Advocacy Project (MAP) which offers free and confidential advocacy 
support. The aim is to help ex-servicemen and women gain increasing control over their 
own lives by supporting them to get their voice heard, understand their rights and achieve 
better outcomes when accessing existing health, social care and support services.

Daniel Smith, Military Advocacy Project Co-ordinator at SEAP explains: “SEAP, working  
in partnership with established military support organisations, can help with a huge  
variety of issues, from homelessness and disability benefit assessments, to finding  
employment, funding for the care of a husband or wife, getting better treatment from the 
NHS and reconnecting to families and friends. Some of our recent work has involved  
engaging with clients who are homeless or badly housed, making clear to local  
authorities that they owe them duties under the Military Covenant.”

Clare Stevens, Director at Hilary Meredith Solicitors comments: “With over 27 years’  
experience of representing Armed Forces personnel with catastrophic and often life 
changing injuries, at Hilary Meredith Solicitors we have seen first-hand the difficulties  
encountered in the transition from military to a meaningful civilian life. The lifetime  
well-being of these veterans and their families are our number one priority. Working 
closely with SEAP can help the people that we are both working with achieve their goals 
and the outcomes they deserve in a way that works for them.”

Clare Stevens



Senior Management 
Team Strengthened 
Hilary Meredith Solicitors Ltd has strengthened its senior management team with the  
arrival of Mark Farrell as Operations Director. Mark will take his place as a Director on an 
enlarged Main Board at Hilary Meredith Solicitors, which also now includes London-based 
partner Grant Evatt.

Mark Farrell has extensive experience in the legal, claims management and financial  
services sectors whilst Grant is a specialist military solicitor who joined Hilary Meredith  
Solicitors in 2013, having previously proudly served his country worldwide for 10 years 
before a knee injury brought his military career to a premature end.

Said Hilary Meredith: “Mark comes with a wealth of operational and corporate experience 
and is a welcome addition to the firm and our main board.

“Since joining the firm in 2013, Grant has displayed a depth of knowledge in man man-
agement, leadership skills and strategic thinking to aid our growth and development. His 
background in the military as a former marine has given him know how above and beyond 
that of legal procedures.”

Commenting on his arrival at Hilary Meredith Solicitors Ltd, Mark Farrell said: “Hilary  
Meredith Solicitors Ltd is a forward thinking law firm with exciting plans for the future.

“I am looking forward to playing my part in the firm’s ongoing growth and expansion – all 
based around delivering an outstanding service to our clients.”

Commenting on his appointment to the Main Board, Grant Evatt said: “At Hilary Meredith 
Solicitors I am working with some of the very best in the business. Their dedication and 
unrelenting commitment to our injured service community fills me with immense pride and 
admiration. I am therefore delighted to be joining the board; becoming an integral part of 
the firm and helping to move us forward to even greater success.”

Mark Farrell

Grant Evatt



WE Welcome Military 
High Court Ruling
Hilary Meredith Solicitors has welcomed a recent High Court ruling that the fixed success 
fee regime should not apply to members of the armed forces injured at work.

Three members of the military brought claims against the Ministry of Defence after  
suffering an injury during training, in each case arguing that the fixed success fee regime 
does not apply because they were not an ‘employee’.

Prior to April 2013, civil procedure rules stipulated fixed success fees in certain employers’ 
liability claims.

Each had lost their case based on the civil procedure rules definition of an employee.

Hilary Meredith said: “This judgment is absolutely spot on and it is a good point to take to 
appeal as military personnel are not employees and their cases should not be classed as 
Employers Liability cases.

“Military cases face unique challenges to their claims such as combat immunity arguments 
which cost money to fight. Non military cases do not have to contend with these issues.

“To subject these cases to a fixed fee regime is tantamount to a breach of the military 
covenant and is not what was intended by the repeal of S10 of the Armed Forces Crown 
Proceedings Act back in 1987 – when its purpose was to place military personnel on an 
equal footing as civilians if they are injured. Subjecting them to fixed fees would prejudice 
access to justice for these very deserving claimant group.”



PROTECTING DATA
Archiving and backing up data is essential for any modern business – and Hilary Meredith 
Solicitors is no different.

The firm places great importance in saving, storing and protecting critical and important 
files and documents.

Pictured (left) is Sue Doyle, Office Administrator, on one of her many visits to our off-site 
archive facility in Cheshire.

To ensure our client documents are safe, sophisticated web enabled CCTV monitors are 
utilised on all access points into the repositories. All buildings have internal web enabled 
CCTV coverage and have web enabled remote viewing. Internal and external CCTV  
recordings are backed up onto both a PC hard drive and a separate DAT drive. The  
facility has direct links to a central monitoring station with guaranteed “Priority One”  
response from the local Police and Fire authorities. 

Senior management all reside within 15 minutes travelling distance of the main  
repositories and are listed as priority key holders in the event of activation.

To assist disaster planning procedures the central administration centre is housed away 
from the main storage repositories in a separate building and houses the main IT  
infrastructure, central services and DAT back-up solutions. All data is also replicated to an 
off-site data centre twice daily. The administration centre also houses a purpose-built client 
viewing area with scanning, fax and photocopier facilities, as well as PC and  
Internet access.

All computer held data is backed-up automatically at the end of each working day to  
enable immediate retrieval in the event of a major incident which prevents access to  
Hilary Meredith offices.


